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Introduction 
Experiments studying B-meson decays have 1produced 

results that were unexpected five years ago: the B 
lifetime is long, and mixing of neutral B's has been 
observed. [n addition, there is some evidence of the 
decay of the b-quark to the u-quark, but this result is 
in doubt. These measurements determine parameters of 
the Kobayasni-Maskawa (KM) matrix, the weak decay matrix 
in the Standard Model, and using those parameters, 
estimates can be made of CP violation asymmetries in B
meson decay. Based on these estimates, there is a 
prospect of observing CP violation in B-meson decay! 

B-mesons are proQuced prolifically in high energy 
hadron-hadron collisions; the rate at the SSC will be 
astronomical. However, de such machines identifying 
events with B's is a substantial experimental problem. 
In this case the challenge is one+f9r the experimenters. 
The production rate is lower at e e cOLliders, but the 
experimental problems are easier. Here the challenge is 
LO the accelerator physicists to design a high 
luminosity col1ider suitable for st~dy of CP violation. 

Particle Physics 
CP violation could be seen in a vdriety of channels 

of neutral and charged B-meson aecays. The most 
straight forward result to interpret would be a 
medsurement of the CP ViOlation asymmetry arising from 
mixing of neutraloB's with decay to a CP eigenstate. 
One such decay, B + ~K", was studied in detdil at the 
recent DPF workshop (SHowmass, 1988). The goal of the 
study was d clarification of the pdrticle physics, 
experimentdl requirements, dnd accelerdtor physics 
needed for such a measurement. Although the study was 
focused on a specific decay, others would result in 
similar accelerator parameters. 

The results are summarized in Table I where five 
te~hniques are compared. For anyone technique the 
factor of 36 range in luminosity arises from uncertainty 
in the CP violating phase in tne KM matrix. Comments 
about the techniques follow. 
#0 Symmetric collider operating at the 7(4S): This 
natural choice, a col11der with equal beam energies 
operating on a r~sonance with an enhanced cross section, 
doesn'e appear in the table because CP violation via 
mixing cannot be measured for the reason that follows. 
In the redction 

the BO~O are produced in a CP=-l state and approximately 
at rest in the T rest frame. As a consequence of the 
former, toe first B decay determines the CP of the 
second B and mixing begins at the time of the first 
oeaay. To observe CP violcttion the time difference 
between the 8 decays must be measured. 

However, with equal beam energies ehe ?, and the B's, 
are approximately at rest in the laboratory, and the 
time difference measurement is w~ll beyond the 
capability of present vertex detectors. A symmetri~ 
collider operating at the T(4S) could observe CP 
violation via mechanisms other than mixing. As 
mentioned above such a result would not be straight 
forward to interpret. 
#1 Asymmetric collider operating at the r(4S): In an 
asymmetric collider the beam energies are unequal, and 
the T is produced moving in the laboraLory. Because of 
time dilation the (laboratory) lifetimes of the a's 
increase. With a bedm energy ratio of 5 to 10 tne time 
difference between decays can be measured using state
of-the-art silicon vertex detectors and a small radius, 
1 to 1.5 cm, beam pipe at the interaction point. The 
center-of-mass energy spread must be small to take 
advantage of the resonance cross section and for 
background rejection through kinematic r;construction. 
112 Symmetric COllide ... operating above BB threshold: A 
differ~nt way tOo~6dress the difficulties of case dO is 
to produce the B B in a state with CP=+l tnrough tne 
reaction 

+ -
e e 

The threshold is at dn energy above the T(4S), and the 
resonance cross section enhancement is lost. Most of 
the integrated luminosity difference between cases #1 
and #2 is due to this. The beam en;CiY spread must be 
small to avoid contamination from B B production and 
for kinematic reconstruction for background rejection. 
113 Collider operating in the continuum: 8's are 
produced inclusively in the reaction 

+ -. 
e e ~ BBX 0 

Either B may be charged or neutrdl. The decay of one of 
the B's into a mode with a clear CP signature and a 
large branching ratio tags the CP of the other B at the 
moment of production. The time evolution of tne decay 
of the tagged B into ~K is measured. The center-of
mass energy (W) must beSat least 15- 16 GeV for tne B to 
have a long enough laboratory lifeLime to make the 
measurement feasible. The continuum cross section falls 
as w-;o, so W be near the minimum needed for tile 
measurement. There is no ener'gy spread requiremen~ 
because the B's are produced inclusively and kinemaLic 
reconstruction cannot be used. 
1/4 CoUider at the Z without polarization: The "xpen
mental techniques would be the same as for #3. The 
advdntage is the larg0 cross section of thE Z reaonanC8. 
115 Collider at the Z with polarization: '"itn a longi
tudinally polarized electron beam on the Z reaonance 
there is a large forward-backward asymmetry in 3 

~ 

Table I: Comparison of B-Factories L 

1/ Descr ipUon 

Asymmecri" coll icier at the 01'( 4S) 

* 2. Symmetric colLider above dB thresr101d 

3 Collider' in the continuum 

4 Coll ider at the Z, no polarization 

5 CoIl ider ae thcc Z wi th polarization 

W jLdt 

(GeV) (10 4Ocm- 2 ) 
10.6 0.3 - 12. 

10.6 2.2 - '(8. 

16. 14. - 490. 

93. 0.'> -. 19. 

')3. 0.1 -. 3.0 

Collider requirements 

Beam ,energy ratio 5-10, 1-1.5 cm rdciius 
bedm pipe at IP, 06<0.001 

0_<0.001 
o 

no requirement on 0, 
o 

90% polarization 

Tae integrated luminosity neeaed to observe a 3 stanaard deviation effect in the CP violacing dsymme~ry for 
B • ~Ko' Gross se~tions, decay fractions, tagging efficiencies, detection efficiencies and miaiuentifi
cdtion0proDabilities are included 1n arriving at the luminosity estimate. 
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production. Depending on the electron helicity either 
B's or B's are produced preferentially along the 
electron direction, and the direction of the decaying B 
is an efficient tag of its CPo This leads to a 
reduction in the integrated luminosity if a high degree 
of polarization can be achieved. A linear collider with 
polarized electron source would be needed. 

Table I gives the integrated luminosities expected 
to be needed for measuring a three standard deviation 
effect. The table can als~3be_~nte~~reted as the peak 
luminosity, in units of 10 cm sec ,to perform such a 
me~~ur~~ent_tn about a year. A peak luminosity over 
10 cm sec would be neeued at the Z. A collider 
capable of this is distinct in overall scale from the 
lower energy facilities. Construction would require a 
major national or international effort, and the decision 
to undertake that effort would be based on a broad 
physics program with CP violation as one element. 

This paper concentrates on the smaller scale 
macnines. The lum32os~2Y r~9uirements are well above 
the record of lxl0 em sec achieved at CESR. New 
accelerator design approaches are needed. 

Storage Rings 
The accelerator physics issues can be understood by 

writing the luminosity in terms of quantities that limit 
performance. For a storage ring B-Factory these are the 
beam-beam interaction, single bunch currents, and the 
total beam current. 
Luminosity and the beam-beam interaction: The two beams 
are assumed to have equal horizontal sizes and equal 
vertical sizes. The luminosity is given by 

N1N2 f c 
L = "IJ;O~av 

Symbols are defined in Appendix A. 

(1 ) 

The strength of the beam-beam interaction is 
parametrized by the beam-beam tune shifts. For 
the vertical beam-beam tune shift of beam #1 is 

example 
given by 

r e N2 Sv1 
f;vl = 21f Y~;;v( ah +~ 

To.proceed,.assume.i;v - i;hl = t; and t; = t; = t;2; 
th1S is satisfied if ~Vl/Shl = 8

1 
/S ~2R hfhe 

luminOSity written 1n terms of NV~ndh~ is a 

Y 
L = ~ f (l+R) 

4r c a e 

(2) 

In writing and interpretlng this equation it is assumed 
that the number of particles is at a maximum value 
determined by instabilities and/or RF power and a

h 
and 

R are adjusted to reach the maximum tune shift. 
a Usually the maximum tune shifts, the "tune shift 

limits", are treated as basic design parameters, but 
this is oversimplified. The beam-beam limit results 
from the non-linearity of the beam-beam force while the 
tune shift parametrizes the linear part of the force. 
An example is the limit 

Bv L 0L (4) 

tnat has been observed in simulations 3 and experiments. 4 

It is a dynamical effect arising from the modulation of 
the bcam-beam force by syncnrotron oscillations. This 
makes the point: dynamics determine the "tune shift 
limit". 

Can other dynamics besides this well-known example 
lead to a tune shift limit, and can that dynamics be 
modified and the limit raised? Answering the~e 
questions has been the subject of recent work motivated 
substantially by the parametric ampl~fier model of the 
beam-beam interaction in flat beams. In this model the 
vertical emittance growth that is one of the 
manifestations of (he beam-beam limit is due to 
modulation of the vertical beam-beam kick by horizontal 
OSCillations. These could be betatron oscillations or 
synchrotron oscillations if the crossing point 
di3persion is not zero. 

1360988-009 
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Figure 1: Beam-beam tune shift vs single bunch current 
for a machine with CESR-like paramet5rs (ref. 8) except 
for a round beam collision geometry. Feedback is used 
in the simulation to suppress coherent beam-beam 
effects. 

For a round beam, defined as a beam with E == and 
Bv = Bh , modulation is not important. The disein~tion 
between hor1zontal and vertical 1S gone, and the problem 
becomes that of the one-dimensional beam-beam 
interaction. This can be analyzed ana+yticall y and is 
known to have a high tune shift limit. Computer 
simulations are being used to study approximately round 
beams, beams that are nominally round but with some 
difference between horizontal and vertical. Initial 
results are encouraging; figure 1 is an example. In 
this figure the betatron tunes differ by 0.01. but the 
tune shift is linear in current to t; - 0.1. Above that 
there is an emittance growth; at 50 mA the emittance 
increase is about 25%. 

Plans are to continue this work with the major 
thrust being to incorporate synchrotron oscillations in 
the simulation. For f;-0.1 phenomena new to storage 
rings are expected. The disruption parameter which 
characterizes single pass effects and the tune shift are 
related as 

D = 
2 Ya
h

R
a

(l+R
a

) 
(5 ) 

For t; - 0.1 and ~ - a , D - 1.2, 
collision effectsVstart to become 

and single pass 
important. The 

consequences are not clear; luminosity enhancement 
(good!) and emittance dilution (bad!) are both 
possibilities. If simulation results remain 
encouraging, experimental studies are the next step. 
Beam current limits: Single bunch instabilities, higher 
mode losses, coupled bunch instabilities, and total RF 
power are all important. PSI has proposed a storag

33 
riQ~ wi~~ ~ design luminosity in the range 0.5-lxl0 
cm sec Althqugh low compared to that needed for CP 
violation measurements, the parameters, summarized in 
Table II, are used in this discussion to estimate 
typical numbers. 

Consider single bunch instabilities first. The 
microwave instability threshold is substantially lower 
than the fast head-tail threshold. It is 

N < 
11 12re<zL/ n> 

(Z = 377,,) 
o 

(6 ) 

When the natural bunch length is substituted for aL, eq. 
(6) gives the bunch lengthening threshold. Above (he 
threshold the bunch lengthens to satisfy eq. (6), and 
the luminosity is affected Lhrough the p limit" eq. 
(4). For the PSI collider <zL/n>~0.6" t6 avoid bunCh 
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Table 11: Beam Current Related Parameters
9
for the 

PSI Collider Operating at the T(4S) 

Particles per bunch (N) 6.6xl0
11 

Bunches per beam 10 
Collision frequency (f ) 4.63 MHz 
Revolution frequency (r a ) 463. kHz 
Bunch length (OL) 0.02 m_4 
Fractional energy spread (0

0
) 6.6xl0 

RF Frequency 500 MHz 
Number of five-cell RF cavities 10 
Synchrotron radiation power 530 kW 

These parameters are for one of the two rings. 

lengthening at the design current. This is about a 
factor of two better than achieved in operating rings. 

<Z In> in eq. (6) is determined by the imaginary 
part of ZL~ The real part leads to higher order mode 
losses that are given by 

PHOM = G 
411E o 

where G i8 the loss factor. For a single RF cavity ce!t 
with the approximate geometry proposed by PSI, G=14.4m 
for a =2cm. The higher order mode losses in the RF 
systeM are about 330 kW. Losses in the rest of tne 
ring could be roughly equal. Higher mode losses are 
comparable to the synchrotron radiation power. 

Coupled bunch instabilities are associated primarily 
with hi6h Q resonant modes of the RF caVity. Effective 
mode damping must be part of the RF system design, but 
this could be insuffiCient and multi bunch feedback would 
also be needed. 

From these numbers it is clear that B-Factories will 
be heavily beam-loaded and that minimizing impedance is 
of central importance. The RF design should trade-off 
fundamental mode shunt impedance and high frequency 
impedance while keeping the overall RF power (and 
operating cost) within reason. SUCh a trade-off has 
been studied using the PEP RF system as a model. This 
system was designed with caVities of approximately the 
same geometry but with beam pipe radii ranging from 
3.6 cm to 6.4 cm. The fundamental mode ~6uUtl0mpedance 
depends on the beam pipe radius, b, as b .. The 
high frequency longi-ty?inal and transverse impedanSOrs4 
have beeQ3cBlcu-lated. They vary with b_'fs3ZL-b . 
and ZT -b . , and Lhe G depends on b as G-b . . 
Compared to the fundamentdl, these decrease more rapidly 
with b. Although a limited study with only one 
parameter varied, it iLlustrates that an optimization of 
the RF system is possible. 
Equal beam energies: Consider CESR performance for some 
typical numbers. At present CESH is limited by total 
beam current an~ the beam-beam interaction. Parameters 
are: Y, =2.1xl0 , R «1 (a flH beam), t;=0.02, 0L=1.7 
ern, 6 ~If.5 cm'3~ndJf '=~14xl0 (70 mA/beam). Eq. (3) 
gives vL-l.lxl0 cm LS~C ; this is within 10% of the 
luminosity achieved. 

CESR performance shaped Lne discussion earlier in 
this pap8r. The CESR current limit has many components 
that include: reliability, higher order mode heating of 
tne Vdcuum sYdtem, RF power, and effects of beam induced 
fields in the RF system. These must be central design 
issues for a future B-Factory. The cause of the CESR 
beam-beam limit is not as clear'2but most evidence 
points to beam-beam resonances. 

Tne strategy for higher luminosity is clear; f , B
v

' 
N, and t; must be optimized. A double ring is need~d for 
a hi~h collision frequency. Tne collisions must be 
head-on to avoi93a tune shift limit arising from a 
crossing angle, and tne beams must be sepdrated close 
to the intsraction point to dVOid extraneous collisions. 
These will limit f '10 MHz. 

Equations (4) ~nd (6) can be combined to give an 
upper 1 iml t on L 

Table Ill: Parameters of B-Factory Storage Rings 
Designed to Operate Near the T(4S) 

Collision frequency (MHfl 
Particles per bunso~ (10 ) 
Energy spread (10 ) 
Bunch length (cm) 
Momentum compaction (10- 2 ) 
Synchrotron tune 
Emittances 

(m-rad) 
Crossing parameters 

(m) 

Tune shifts 

Dubrovin et al
14 

Round Beam 
4.0 - Ll1.3J 10 
4-Ll0J 6 
[lJ-1.'J 
0.8 
0.1 - [0.4J 
0.009 - 0.01~ 

E: .3 - [3Jxl0_
7 

E
V 

.1 -- [3Jxl0 
Bn 0.01 
v 0.56 Bh 
~h 1.28 
t;v 0.05 

1.5 
1. 
0.07_

7 1 xl 0_
7 lxl0 

0.03 
0.03 
0.00 
0.10 
0.10 t;. 0.0025 - 0.01 

CALCULATED 6UANTITIES 
Beam sizes 55. wm 

55. fJm 
1. 

<ZL/n> limit (Il, eq. 6) 

Lumi~ssi~~ li~tt (eq. 8) 
(10 cm sec ) 

5.5 wm 
1. 3 mm 
0.004 
0.06 
1.4 

0.44 
1.'J 

The last entries in the table were calculated. The 
parameters in [J were used for Dubrovin et al. 

111 Z 0 _ 2 af c ( 1 + R 0 ) t; 

L < 8/2r 2 L Ycm06J 
e 

(0) 

The middle factor depends on particle physics and is 
different for cases #2 and #3. The latter case has 
higher luminosity potential but probably is not the most 
cost effective way to study CP violation. 

The last fraction of eq. (8) relates to the design 
of the colilder. Table III contains two parameter lists 
for B-Factories operating near the T(4S). The contrast 
between them highlights the accelerator physics issues. 
The "Round Beam" collider is based on the ideas 
discussed above, and the crucial question is whether 
t;-0.11~an be reached. The conceptual design of Dubrovin 
et al has a flat beam crossing geometry. The bunch 
length is short, and a is small. The momentum 
compaction is small, a¥ it must be for a short bunch; a 
short bunch and Iowa leads to a stringent impedance 
limit, <ZL/n> <O.06~. In addition, small a leads to a 
small E , and dispersion must used be to produce 
horizon~al beam size and ~imit the tune shift. The 
resul tant synchrotron modulation of the vertical beam-
beam kick raises the question of the feasibility of 
t; =.05. This together with the impedance limit are the 
c~uCial issues for this design. 
Unequal beam energies: The recent interest in asym-
metric colliders has been stimulated by their particle 
physics advantage and the possibility of low cost if a 
present facility could be used as the high eny§gy ring. 
There ,ge two conceptual deSigns based on PEP and 
PETRA; both are constrained to some degree by the 
existing machine. The parameters of the PETRA machine 
are in Table IV. 

Equal beam sizes, 0hl=ah~and a 1=ov2' are used 
because of lowerl~une snift limits ~or unequal size 
beams at the SPS 8nd the absence of a strong argument 
for' unequa~ si zes. 1 The tune shift limits are also 
taken as equal, t;1=~2' but there is little justification 
for this and doing so introduces uncertai~ty. For 
example, different parametrizations of

1
§ne dependence of 

t; on synchrotron radiation energy loss lead to 
conclusions ranging from ~2-~1 to ~)-t;1/3. An 
investigation of the beam-5eam intefacLion with unequai 
beam energies is needed. 

The upper limits on <ZL/n> are in range of 1-2 U's, 
and the single bunch currents are determined by ~he 

aperture of the existing ring and the assumed tune 
shifts. Multi-bunch i~stabilities are the mor~ serious 
issu". The PETRA deSign has 88 4-'ce11 SUpc,,"cunducti'lg 
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Table IV: Paramaterd of Asym~gtric B-Factory 
aaded on PETRA 

Collislon frequency 
Luminosity 

BCJm Energy (GcV) 
RevoluLion frequency 11 
Particles per bunch (10 ) 
Emittances 

(mm--mrad) 
Crossing parameters 

(cm) 
Tune ShifLS (E, =E,l'd 
Energy ~preJd rl0 ) 
Frdct. energy loss/turn 
Bending radius (m) 
Synch. rdd. power (MW) 

2 GeV FOCUSing 

2.6 - 31.2 MHz 33 -2-1 
0.09 - 2.2 x 10 cm s 

LARGE RING 
14. 

130. kHz 
1.4 
0.03 
0.2 
7.0- 3. ~ 

47.-24. 
0.03 
1.2 

12.7 
192. 

1.1-13. 

12 GeV Focus mg 

SMALL RING 
2. 
2.6 MHz 
4.3 
0.07 
0.47 
3.0--1.5 

20.-10. 
0.03 
1.1 
1 • ~ 
4.65 
0.05-0.6 

136!088-011 

-+~===tt~~"~~" ____ "--
\\ SeparatIOn Dipoles i2GeV 

Interaction POlOt 

Figure 2: IR geometry for the PEP S-Factory.15 

cavities to make up the synchrotron radiation loss; it 
relies on reduction of the Q'sof ~6gher modes and a 
newly devcloped feedback Lechnlque for stab1liLY. 

The interaction region (IR) of an asymmetric 
collider is unique. Two very different energy beams 
muse be focused and separaced in d short distance. The 
solution Jdopted is shown in figure 2. Quadrupoles 
close to the 1R focus Lne low energy beam. They are 
followed by dlpole beam sepdrdtors dnd tne focusing 
quadrupoles for the high energy beam. This parLicular 
design illustrated hds d 1.6 T ,jipole beginning 1 m from 
Lhe interdction point. Oealing with synchrotron 
radiation produced inside a detector with a 1-1.5 cm 
d1ame~er beam pipe is required. This combination of the 
interaction region design and its implication on the 
high energy physics detector is the major accelerator 
pnysics problem of tile asymm"tric2ro~~iders. 

Linear Colliders ' 
Compared to a stordge ring, a linear collider has a 

smalL number of particles/bunch ana a low collision 
frequency; tne luminosity comes from focusing the beam 
to a small spot. The beam-beam intera~tion is stronger, 
an::! there is focusi'1il and luminosity enhdncement during 
the collision. L is given by eq. (1) with an additional 
enhdncem0nt fdctor, H. 

T~u prinCipal design issues dre disruption and 
beamstrdhlung, accelerdtion mechanismd, and positron 
proauetion and damping. These are the same issues as 
for IeV dncrgy colliaers, but the paraweters are so 
different thdt a B-Factory is a unique problem. 
Pardmclter lists have been dev210ped for two a8§roaches 
with dlffcr8nL accelerdtion [Jcchanismd. ARESL is based 
on superconducting R~q High freq~gncy, room temperature 
RF is used by wilson~ and Cl1ne. The pardmeters of 
three ~-Fdctorics in TaDlc V dre referred to in the 
didcu~~l8n LhdL follows. The discussion is restricted 
to sym:rlt;vrlc, rOLlnJ (k:drll ~olliders (112, #3, Tdble 1), 
but it coula b" ex\.enlled cO dn dsymmtOtric collider (111). 
Disruption and beamstrahl.mg: ~t small value:3 of 0 the 
bCdm-bslm i1terdction aats liKe d thin lens with focdl 
lcngth 0L/8. At Ldrger vdlues the beam undergoes plasma 

Table V: Linear Collider Pdrameters 23 ,24 

para'lleter 

Y( 10 34 -2 -1 
L(1010cm sec ) 
N( 10 ) 
RF freq. (GHz) 
Gradi~gt (MV/m) 
E (10m) 
n 

0L (mm) 
°h(llm) 
R 

S~=Sh(mm) 
f (KHz) 
bSnches/RF pulse 
D 
H 
a /W(10-3) 
A~ power (MW) 

25 

20 

<t 15 -
0" 
I 

10 

5 -

0 
0_1 

ARES-I 
1. 04 
0.13 + 
2.5(e ),8.0(e 
0.50 
5. 
2.0 

+ -
3.0(e ), 1.0(e ) 
1.0 
1.0 
5.0 

10. 

+ --
21. (e ) ,22. (e ) 

10. 
0.9 

18. 

o 

ARES-Ii 
1. 4C

( 

2.0 
5.0(e+),8.0(e 
0.50 
~. 

2.0 

Wilson 
1. 96 
1.0 
2.2 

10. 
100. 

3.0 
0.3 O. 7(e +) ,O.5(e-) 

0.5 .32 
1.0 
O. cr 

Ij4.4 
4. 

1.0 
5.0 

10. 

+ -
2'). (e ) ,28. (8) 9.0 
10. 6. 

'). (3 5. 
20. 100. 

1361088 - 010 

10 100 

Figure ~i Luminosity enhancement calculated by Ch~n and 
Yokoya. -

_ _ _ _ (/) 1 /2 _ _ 
OSC1~lations With approx~~ately 0 10 osc1llatLons 
during the beam passage.~ Recent results for the 
luminOSit~c{enhancement from disruption are shown in 
figure 3. 

What is the maximum value of D? Th~ answer is 
~entral to any design for the redson that follows. 
Assume 0 has a maximum vdlue clnd N is limited, 'O.il. by 
wakefields, then 

Ycm _N1Dl N_2_0_~_'Jl/2 . 
L = 16nr- H f (l+R ) l----

e c a 0 L 1 u L2 
(9 ) 

This equation is to be interpreted in the Sdme WdY ~s 

eq. (3). The maximum value of 0 is analogous to che 
tune shift limit ~f a storage ring and has implicdtions 
for impedances, e production rdtes, .... 

This maximum is likely to be determined by ~olerancG 

to errors such as position offsets. An inve~tlgatlon of 
tolerances introduces substantial compl1catlon,] i'l-LO ch'_' 
simulations such as the one leading to figure 3, and It 
remains to be done. Until ic is, it is difficult to 
know whether the values of 0 in the table are 
conservative. If they are, pardmeters (eg. f,,) couLd b,c 
changed in the ARES-II and WiLson pdrdmJter .ists. For 
ARES-I energy sprGcld is also d strong constraint. 

That constraint comes from beamstrahlung. With its 
low energy, a B--Factory is in Lhe cLdssic"l bCa;il,3~rdn

lung regime. 2geamstrahlung intr'oduces a cerlter- Of--ii1dSS 

ener gy s preild 

4.61 -1/2 
J 

''leI 
( 1 u) 

where T dnd 6 , are the beamslr'dt11uniS 3C'~1~ i~g(?~dr"i!n-;:~tt:jr> 

dod :lean frdcr±ondl enl::rbY 10:38, respeCllVelY 
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1 .45r A -( .881fr YL 
T ____ 'C:_':_ [1:._J1/2 . 6 e (11) 

0L fc 'cl= --a~f~--

When there is an energy spread requirement from particle 
physics (#1, #2 in Table I), beamstrahlung places an 
upper limit on L/oLfc . For ARES-I a narrow energy 
spread 1S a des1gn goal, and it is the reason for the 
different luminosities of ARES-I and ARES-II. 
Acceleration cechanisms: Scaling laws for a high 
frequencY'2~oom temperature collider have been developed 
by Wilson. Beginning with parameters typical of the 
high gradient work at SLAC (gradient, RF frequency, and 
wall plug power) and working with the constraints from 
beamstrahlung and disruption, structure efficiency, 
wakefields, and final focus design he arrives at the 
parameters in Table V. RF related results are a) there 
must be more than one beam bunch per RF pulse (four is 
the minimum), and b) the RF rep rate must - 10kHz. 
Multiple bunches per RF pulse are also a feature of TeV 
energy colliders, and B-Factory st§ecture development 
could take advantage of this work. The high rep rate 
makes the RF power source for a B-Factory unique, and it 
will need its own R&D program. 

Superconducting RF seems the more natural choice. 
Present day gradients and W's are adequate, power source 
development is not needed, and the wall plug power is 
substantially lower. Another advantage is that limits 
arising from wakefields are less severe because of the 
low RF frequency and large structure size. 
Positron production and damping: A comparison of the 
numbers in Table V with the SLC shows that f is two 
orders of magnitude higher, E is d factor or ten 
smaller, and N is comparable. n Positron production and 
damping have been major R&D areas for the SLC, and a B
Fdctory has still harder demands. (Designs have the e
beam generdted with a photocathode gun.) 

The instdntan80U3 power incident on ttle e+ converter 
is comparable to the SLC because N is comparable, but 
the average power is seveC~l orders of magnitude higher. 
An energy of about 1.9~10 J incident on a converter 
produces one pOSitron; therefore, an average power of 
about+l MW incident on a converter is needed to produce 
the e beam. Therc is d conceptual design of a 
converter for this power level thdt has identified the 
major problems. These are thermal shock, removal of 
heat, high.rad~~tion doses, and high levels of residual 
radioact1vity. This design could serve as the 
starting point for an R&D program in e+ production. 

The damping ring must produce e+ bunches at a rate 
of about 10 kHz. The ring that has been stud1ed is a 
large ring, f.-450kHz, with buncnes spaced at 7 m. j3 

Wideband multi bunch feeaback and ultrafast extraction 
kickers are central features of the ring. Wigglers with 
a 1.7 T field make up 213 of the circumference giving a 
1.~ ms betatron damping time. The study shows also that 
the ring is suitable for a low energy spread collider. 
Here there is a restriction on the longitudinal 
emittance of the beam because beam energy spread adds 
(in quadrature) with energy spread from beamstranlun a • 

The longitudinal emittance is limited by the microwa~e 
i~stability, eq. (6), but at the ARES-I design intensity 
the 1mpeddnce limit is <Z In> ~ 19. While a question 
remains.about the synChrO~ron radiation impedance, this 
Seer!ld Like a reasonable limit. 

Overall, the positron production and damping 
problema are serious; work to date has identified 
possible solutions. These need to be developed. 

Conclusions 
The prospect of Observing CP violation in B decays 

has stimulated research into the accelerator physics of 
storage rings and linear colliders. Both offer the 
prospect of luminosity high enough to study this new 
manifestation of CP violation. Both also have 
unresolv~d accelerator physics questions that are 
central to reulizing this prospect. 

Further increases in the luminosity of symmetric 
storage rings depends on reducing impedances and 

increaSing the beam-- beam 1 imi t. An asymmetr i c storage 
rings would be less demanding in those respects, but it 
would require solving the problem of a complex, highly 
constrained interaction region. 

The crucial questions for linear colliders are the 
limits from disruption and the production of a suitable 
pOSitron beam. The work is less advanced than that on 
storage rings, and, as a result, the possibility of an 
innovative breakthrough is larger. This could change 
the comparison dramatically. 

Whatever the ultimate solution, the problems of 
designing, building, and using a B-Factory are exciting 
and challenging. I am sure they will lead to new 
discoveries in particle and accelerator physics. 
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Appendix ~:*Symbols 
Beam energy (in units of mc ) Y 
Center-of-mass energy 
Luminosity 
Beam Sizes (horiz, vert, ratiO) 
Collision & revolut~on freq. 
Particles per bunch * 
B dnd 1'1 functions dt IR 
Nsturdl emittances 
Bunch length and energy spread 
Momentum compi~Lion 
Long. impedance & lo;s factor 
Beam-beam tune shift 
Disruption & enhancement parameters D, H 
Beamstrahlung parameters cel ' T 

R =J I a 
J v 11 

Normdlized emittance 
* ,.·le subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the LpWO bea,.1s if tne 

r 1::' Y / and + and _. to c + ,lnG e . ,:;n t , oies are unequal; 
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